Lippincott's Clinical Choice Collection 2018

A cost-effective, convenient collection of 'must-have' clinical textbooks for hospitals and healthcare facilities of any size. Updated for 2018!

Covering a broad selection of medical specialties and sub-specialties - from general medicine and surgery, to orthopaedics, cardiology, and endocrinology - this package meets the needs of clinicians in the library and at the point-of-care.

Lippincott’s Clinical Choice features the most trusted, highly-cited titles from one of the world’s most respected medical and nursing publishers.

The perfect core collection for both primary care providers and specialists!

Publisher
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins (LWW)

What’s Included
- 5-Minute Neurology Consult, The
- Arthritis and Allied Conditions: A Textbook of Rheumatology
- Bailey's Head and Neck Surgery: Otolaryngology
- Berek & Novak's Gynecology
- Biopsy Interpretation of the Liver
- Bonica's Management of Pain
- Clinical Anesthesia
- Clinical Imaging: An Atlas of Differential Diagnosis
- Danforth's Obstetrics and Gynecology
- DeVita, Hellman, and Rosenberg's Cancer: Principles & Practice of Oncology
- Essentials of Complementary and Alternative Medicine
- Fundamental Immunology
- Greenfield's Surgery: Scientific Principles and Practice
- Handbook of Inflammatory Bowel Disease
- Handbook of Pediatric Urology
- Harwood-Nuss' Clinical Practice of Emergency Medicine
- Hematopathology of the Skin: Clinical & Pathological Approach
- Hospital for Special Surgery Manual of Rheumatology and Outpatient Orthopedic Disorders: Diagnosis and Therapy
- Hospital Medicine
- ICU Book, The
- Irwin and Rippe’s Intensive Care Medicine
- Kaplan & Sadock's Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry
- Kelley’s Textbook of Internal Medicine
- Localization in Clinical Neurology
- Manual of Endocrinology and Metabolism
- Merritt’s Neurology
- Modern Nutrition in Health and Disease
- MR & CT Perfusion Imaging: Clinical Applications and Theoretical Principles
Office Care Geriatrics
Operative Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery
Oski's Pediatrics: Principles and Practice
Patterson's Allergic Diseases
Primary Care Medicine: Office Evaluation and Management of the Adult Patient
Reese and Betts' A Practical Approach to Infectious Diseases
Rockwood and Green's Fractures in Adults
Rockwood and Wilkins' Fractures in Children
Sauer's Manual of Skin Diseases
Schrier's Diseases of the Kidney
Textbook of Cardiovascular Medicine
Visual Diagnosis and Treatment in Pediatrics
Wallach's Interpretation of Diagnostic Tests
Werner & Ingbar's The Thyroid: A Fundamental and Clinical Text
Wills Eye Manual, The: Office and Emergency Room Diagnosis and Treatment of Eye Disease
Wintrobe's Clinical Hematology